EDUC-P 290 Service Learning Event

On Wednesday, March 26th, Kristy Welsh’s EDUC-P290 class participated in a service-learning event at Taylor Primary School.

Marissa Smith, Jennifer Bezy, and Carolin Hunter lead the Taylor Primary Students through a game of Four Corners.

Early Childhood Education students: Angela Viehe, Jany Wisher, Kimberly Keogh, Rachel Schnitz, Misty Hartke, Caitlin Clark, Jennifer Ault, and Danielle Hopper assisted with the CECE Activity day at Garden Square.

Mike Taylor prepares two participants for Balance Beam Joust. He planned and led this activity with Gina Anderson.

On March 25th, the CECE co-sponsored, and provided resource materials for a workshop for parents and teachers on the importance of play in young children’s development. Amber Reed and Shirley Aamidor provided information and materials to guide participants in center-based learning.

Brothers from Taylor Primary compete against one another in Balance Beam Joust.